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Efficiency, Quality, Reliability

GDPharm Logistics

About us

GDPharm Logistics is the top company leading in
logistics services for national and international clinical
research in the pharma-, bio- and healthcare industries.

Dangerous cargo
transportation including
infected biological samples

Case-by-case
approach to each
client. Individual
tariffs

Customs clearance
in tight deadlines

Our own top-notch
GDPack insulated
shippers and thermoelements production

Qualified and reliable
team with more than
10 years of best
practices

Prior purchasing

High-quality
transportation and
cargo insurance

Our main course includes Russia, Europe,
the USA and the CIS countries. We provide
services according to GDP standards.

Out-settlements delivery

Company’s
representatives in
more than 100
Russian cities
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Our team

GDPharm Logistics team are craft professionals.
Over the years we united people valuing their work and aiming high

More than 190 client-oriented employees will
responsively resolve any issues arised. Personal
managers and individual approach to each Client

Regular training and professional development
Experienced freight forwarders, trained to work
with thermolabile and dangerous cargo. ADR
transportation certificates
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Services

 Customs clearance and regulatory support
 Transport logistics
 Our own production of insulated shippers for medical use
 Warehouse logistics
- Storage
- Purchasing
- Destruction
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Customs clearance

Customs clearance
 Customs clearance in every Russian
region and abroad from 2 hours
 Export and import document in tight
deadlines up to 3 hours
 Storage in our warehouse
 Dangerous cargo registration
 Payment of VAT and duties

Regulatory support
 Ministry of Health authorization for
the import/export of medication and
biological samples for clinical
research and for other purposes
 Ministry of Health authorization for
the import/export of medication and
biological samples for other
purposes
 Obtaining additional certificates,
permissions, licenses required for
customs clearance
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Transport logistics

 Transportation of medications and therapy, laboratory kits, biological
samples (including infected ones) and medical equipment
 Own vehicle fleet. Subcontractors are not used
 Optimal delivery to restricted-access cities and to out-settlements
 Prior delivery within 3-4 hours inside one city
 Urgent and economy cargo delivery «from hand to hand» throughout Russia,
the CIS countries and Europe
 Additional equipment, packaging material
 Cargo handling operations
 Online Cargo Tracking System

Transportation is carried out strictly in
accordance with the GDP standard and the
order 646n "Approval of the rules of good
storage and transportation practice of
medicines for medical use”
GDPharm Logistcs also owns an official
Broker's license.
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Thermolabile cargo transportation

Transportation temperature regimes:
From +15 to +25 ˚С
From +8 to +15˚С
From +2 to +8 ˚С
From -15 to -25˚С
Lower than -60С - Dry Ice
 Transportation from -25С до +25С is carried out with
validated insulated shippers and thermoelements of
our own production

 Transportation with temperature lower than -60С is
carried out with validated insulated shippers with dry
ice provided by our reliable supplier
 Providing validated refrigerator vehicle. Door-to-door
service
 Temperature monitoring during the entire
transportation by the temperature recorders
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Temperature monitoring

Temperature monitoring is carried out by wellknown international brand Testo devices,
according to GxP standards and 21 CFR Part 11
and EN 12830 requirements.

USB temperature recorders, Client
downloads the data by the time of delivery

Our Client can download data from
the device in a personal account
on the company's website.

A temperature
recorder without
a USB port, data
can be
downloaded in
Client’s account
on the website
after delivery
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Insulated shippers for medical use

GDPharm Logistics develops and manufactures
the know-how GDPack thermal containers and
thermoelements.
Their unique configuration makes our Client’s
cargo stable and safe.
GDPack thermo equipment guarantees the
required temperature regime at a legal level (not
many companies can give such guarantees)

We guarantee the required
temperature regime in extreme
conditions for up to 96 hours, which is
an absolute strength, especially for
medications and biological samples
transportation for clinical research
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Insulated shippers for medical use

For a thermolabile cargo transportation we use 4 kinds of thermal containers:
 GDP - 4L
 GDP - 9L
 GDP- 20L
 GDP- 43L
All of them are made of rigid polyurethane foam and polyvinyl chloride which make thermal equipment stable and safe the
during transportation.
Thermal containers are additionally equipped with a bag-case made of moisture-proof polyester or a corrugated box.

Thermoelements used:
 white – temperature range +15…+25˚С
 blue – temperature range +2…+8˚С
 red – temperature range -15…-25˚С
 additional - temperature range +8…+15˚С

Temperature equipment and configuration is validated according to international standards in a regular basis. The fundamental
criteria during validation are the International Safe Transit Assosiation- ISTA (USA) standards, as well as additional stress
tests (in artificial critical conditions) to provide a 100% guarantee of proper transportation
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Insulated shippers GDP - 4L and GDP – 9L

GDP-4L
 External dimensions without package: 32х32х31 cm
 Internal net volume for the Client cargo: 15x15x15 cm
 Keeps the temperature up to 72 hours

GDP-9L
 External dimensions without package: 51х32х31 cm
 Internal net volume for the Client cargo: 34х15х15 cm
 Keeps the temperature up to 72 hours
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Insulated shippers GDP - 20L and GDP – 43L

GDP-20L

GDP-43L

 External dimensions without package: 53х53х33 cm

 External dimensions without package: 55х55х54 cm

 Internal net volume for the Client cargo: 34х34х15 cm

 Internal net volume for the Client cargo: 34х34х34 cm

 Keeps the temperature up to 96 hours

 Keeps the temperature up to 96 hours
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Warehouse logistics

The modern GDPharm Logistics warehouse complex secures optimal storage conditions and timely handling of the Client’s
cargo. All warehouse departments and storage areas are validated and qualified. All temperature equipment undergoes
regular technical maintenance.
 Pharmaceutical License
 Warehouse regime 24/7
 Thermolabile and non-temperature cargo storage
 Temperature storage regimes:
from +15 to +25 ˚С
from +2 to +8 ˚С
 Cross-docking
 Centralized temperature and humidity control
 Сargo deconsolidation
 Destruction of materials by request

Purchase of comparators and
concomitant therapy
GDPharm Logistics provides:
-

responsive request processing
reasonable prices
suppliers reliability
time-efficient delivery
cold chain packaging if required
storage in accordance with temperature requirements
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Contacts

Orders processing via website- 24/7
Tel: 8 800 600 64 00
Website: www.gdpharm.ru
Location: Russia, Moscow, 2nd

Karpatskaya street, 4b3

Office and Warehouse: 9:00 - 18:00
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